
IGNATIAN VOCATION THROUGH FILM       A.M.D.G.  
Final Paper 
Overview:  In place of a Final Exam, I want you to write a 8-10 page paper about how you want 
to live an Ignatian Life.  In other words, if you had to describe yourself in the future (you 
determine when…5 years, 10 years, 20 years, etc) how do you want to incorporate Ignatian 
values from the course (below)?  Every paper must choose at least three major themes and 
have at least 2 citations per theme: 

Vocation (God's Invitation):  To what degree to do you wish to listen to God's call?  How do you hope to 
respond to God's call?  How do you want to incorporate your talents, desires, and the needs of the world? 

Identity (Principle and Foundation): What do you want your "Non-Negotiables" to be?  How do you 
want to use your identity for the benefit of others/God?  How do you want to understand yourself?  How 
do you want to see yourself?  How do you want to integrate where you have come from, your choices, 
and your goals? 

Sin/Redemption (Disordered Attachments, Loved Sinner):  To what do you want to be attached 
(ordered attachment)?  To what do you NOT want to be attached (disordered attachment)?  How might 
your disordered attachments break relationships, and how might you avoid this?  How might your ordered 
attachments help rebuild relationships, how might you pursue this?  How can you remember that -despite 
our sin- there is always the possibility of redemption in some form? 

Discernment (Good/Evil Spirit):  In what way might signs of the Evil Spirit manifest themselves for you, 
and how can you combat this?  In what ways might signs of the Good Spirit manifest themselves, and 
how can you follow this?  How (and to what degree) do you want to be intentional about discerning? 

Communal Journey (Progressing through Challenge):  What virtues do you wish to utilize that would 
help you journey through challenge?  What virtues do you wish to utilize to help you in finding life-giving 
communities?  What vices do you need to be aware of that might lead you to despair, and how can you 
avoid these?  What vices do you need to be aware of that might lead you to unhealthy communities, and 
how can you avoid these?    How might you intentionally try to be a pilgrim, rather than a tourist?   

Confirmation (Contemplation to Attain Divine Love):  How do you want to participate with "Love" in 
your life?  How do you want Love to add to you?  How do you want to add to Love?  How do you want 
Love to "consist more in deeds than words"?  How do you want Love to "consist in mutual sharing" with 
Others/God? 

 
One Page Reflection: You must include a one-page typed reflection about your experience of 
this course in general.  Please be as completely honest as possible, because this will help me to 
plan next semester’s course.  If there was something I did well, tell me so I can do it again; if 
there was something I did poorly, please tell me so I can improve.  Please try to focus on the 
concrete class experience, readings, notes, lecture, set up, usefulness of the course for life, 
helpfulness, meaning, effectiveness, etc (not on the films, I already have all your ratings). 

DUE DATE:   Paper Due (turnitin.com) WEDNESDAY MAY 3rd     


